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ABSTRACT

By using N-body hydrodynamical cosmological simulations in which the chemistry of major metals and molecules is consis-
tently solved for, we study the interaction of metallic fine-structure lines with the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB).
Our analysis shows that the collisional induced emissions in the OI 145 µm and CII 158 µm lines during the epoch of reioniza-
tion (z > 5) introduce a distortion of the CMB black-body spectrum at low frequencies (ν < 300 GHz) with amplitudes up to
∆Iν/Bν(TCMB) ∼ 10−8–10−7, i.e., at the ∼ 0.1 percent level of FIRAS upper limits. Shorter wavelength fine-structure transitions (like
OI 63 µm, FeII 26 µm, SiII 35 µm, FeII 35 µm, and FeII 51 µm) typically sample the reionization epoch at higher observing frequen-
cies (ν ∈ [400, 1000] GHz). This corresponds to the Wien tail of the CMB black-body spectrum and thus the distortion level induced
by those lines may be as high as ∆Iν/Bν(TCMB) ∼ 10−4. Consequently, the brightness temperature anisotropy produced by these lines
should be more relevant at higher frequencies: while practically negligible at ν = 145 GHz, signatures from CII 158 µm and OI 145 µm
should amount to 1 %–5 % of the anisotropy power measured at l ∼ 5000 and ν = 220 GHz by the ACT and SPT collaborations (after
taking ∆νobs/νobs ' 0.005 for the line observations). More importantly, our simulations indicate that anisotropy maps from different
lines (e.g., OI 145 µm and CII 158 µm) at the same redshift show a very high degree (> 0.8) of spatial correlation, allowing for the
use of observations at different frequencies (under different systematic and noise contributions) to unveil the same snapshot of the
reionization epoch. Finally, our simulations also demonstrate that line-emission anisotropies extracted in narrow frequency/redshift
shells are practically uncorrelated in frequency space, thus enabling standard methods for removal of foregrounds that vary smoothly
in frequency, just as in HI 21 cm studies.

Key words. (Cosmology) : cosmic microwave background, Large Scale Structure of the Universe

1. Introduction

Exploring the epoch of cosmological reionization constitutes one
of the standing challenges in observational cosmology. Indeed,
there is a number of questions motivating nowadays tremendous
efforts to access those early stages in the history of the universe:
when did the first stars and proto-galaxies appear in the universe?
Which sources were actually responsible for reionizing the in-
tergalactic medium (IGM)? How was the assembly of the large
scale structure modified by feedback effects associated to radia-
tion? How was the IGM polluted with heavy elements? In order
to address these and other questions there exist currently a few
observational windows attempting to access the epoch of cos-
mological reionization. Probably the most promising of them is
the 21 cm detection of the hyperfine transition of neutral hydro-
gen. Those 21 cm photons, when emitted at the epoch of reion-
ization, get redshifted deep into the radio domain, and provide
information on the different mechanisms causing the spin tem-
perature to depart from the temperature of the ambient radia-
tion field, namely the cosmic microwave background radiation
(CMB), (see, e.g., Pritchard & Loeb 2012, for a detailed review
on the subject). Different physical phenomena, such as the adia-
batic cooling of baryons, the collisions between hydrogen atoms

with electrons and other atoms, or the coupling of hydrogen with
Lyman-α photons (Wouthuysen 1952; Field 1958) make the spin
temperature of the 21 cm transition detach from the CMB one,
causing such transition to be seen either in emission or in absorp-
tion with respect to the CMB background. Experiments like LO-
FAR1 (van Haarlem et al. 2013), MWA2 (Bowman et al. 2013)
and SKA3 (Koopmans et al. 2015) are attempting to map the on-
set of reionization through this hyperfine transition. While their
sensitivity is sufficient for the expected signal amplitude, these
experiments still need to keep radio foregrounds, of larger am-
plitude by several orders of magnitude, under control.

Another window to the epoch of reionization is provided
by the rest-frame UV and optical radiation from the reioniza-
tion sources, which becomes redshifted in the near-mid infrared
range for local observers. Medium and narrow band surveys of
the type of MUSE4, the SUBARU Deep Field (Shimasaku et al.
2006) and SHARDS5 have already detected a significant amount

1 http://www.lofar.org/
2 http://www.mwatelescope.org/
3 https://www.skatelescope.org/
4 http://muse-vlt.eu/science/
5 https://guaix.fis.ucm.es/˜ pgperez/SHARDS/
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of high-redshift (z ∈ [5, 7]) Lyman-α blobs, and currently further
studies are conducted in order to estimate luminosity functions
and total ionizing flux from those sources. The imminent launch
of the James Webb Space Telescope6 will open a new era in this
type of observations.

In this work we focus on a different approach to access the
epoch of reionization. The CMB photons cross the entire observ-
able universe before reaching us and, in particular, they witness
the birth of the first stars and galaxies and all the subsequent
structure formation and evolution. The CMB should hence carry
some signatures from the epoch of reionization. As reviewed in
e.g. Chluba (2016a), the leading signature on the CMB spectrum
from the epoch of reionization should correspond to the inverse
Compton scattering (via the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect,
Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972, hereafter tSZ) off hot electrons. This
tSZ should leave a y-type distortion in the CMB black-body
spectrum with an amplitude of y ' 2 × 10−6 (see, for more de-
tails Hill et al. 2015). Other processes potentially distorting the
CMB black-body spectrum during the epoch of reionization are
the collisional emission on fine-structure lines of high-z metals
(Suginohara et al. 1999) or the admixture of heavy elements with
the primeval gas (Varshalovich et al. 1981).

However, not all physical processes during reionization in-
troduce a distortion on the CMB black-body. As first noted by
Basu et al. (2004), resonant scattering should be the main inter-
action channel between CMB photons and metals and molecules
produced by stars, and/or in the surroundings thereof, since
collisions should only be efficient in very large overdense re-
gions (δ & 105). Provided that resonant scattering does not
change the number of CMB photons (thus preserving the CMB
spectrum), Basu et al. (2004) computed the impact of heavy-
element fine-structure resonant scattering on the CMB intensity
anisotropies, after assuming a uniform distribution for cosmic
metals. They found that the leading effect was a blurring of
the intrinsic CMB anisotropies. The resulting small-scale vari-
ations in the CMB angular power spectrum could be approx-
imated by ∆Cl ' −2τCCMB, intr

l , with CCMB, intr
l intrinsic CMB

angular power spectrum and τ optical depth associated to the
given transition7. This idea was further explored by Hernández-
Monteagudo et al. (2006, 2007b) and then extended to study both
spectral distortion and angular anisotropies associated to the
Field-Wouthuysen effect arising in OI atoms during the epoch
of reionization (Hernández-Monteagudo et al. 2007a, 2008). Al-
though this effect does not exclusively apply to OI atoms in ex-
tremely overdense regions, the amplitude of the distortions fore-
seen for this mechanism was relatively modest (∼ 10−9–10−8 ).

In the present work we explore distortions and angular
anisotropies induced by several fine-structure lines associated
to metal spreading during the early stellar evolutionary stages
in the epoch of reionization. This constitutes the numerical im-
plementation of the early estimates of Suginohara et al. (1999).
We also improve the work of Basu et al. (2004) in the sense
that, instead of assuming a uniform distribution of metals in the
Universe, we model their clustering by looking at the outputs of
state-of-the-art N-body hydrodynamical chemistry simulations,
consistently including metal spreading and corresponding radia-
tive losses from resonant and fine-structure transitions of indi-
vidual heavy elements. This allows us to track precisely the im-
pact of collisionally-induced emission on a set of fine-structure

6 http://www.jwst.nasa.gov/
7 We remind that the optical depth scales linearly with the number
density of the resonant species.

transitions (which do distort the CMB black-body spectrum) on
top of the resonant scattering addressed in Basu et al. (2004).

We find that the distortion and angular anisotropies are
essentially induced by the resonant scattering and collisional
emission on fine-structure transitions. The former blurs the in-
trinsic CMB anisotropies from large to intermediate angular
scales (the CMB angular power spectrum changes as ∆Cblur

l '

−2τi j
X, ν CCMB, intr

l , with τ
i j
X, ν optical depth associated to a given

transition i j of the X species, see Basu et al. 2004). The impact
of the peculiar velocity of the scatterers (the so-called Doppler
term) adds practically negligible power on all angular scales. On
the other hand, the collisional emission dominates on small an-
gular scales. The relative amplitude of the collisional emission
with respect to the CMB increases with the spectral resolution
of the observations (in agreement with Righi et al. 2008), and it
also increases with higher frequencies sampling the later stages
of the epoch of reionization. At and above νobs = 220 GHz we
find that, for a spectral resolution of ∆νobs/νobs = 5 × 10−3, the
collisional emission term surpasses the impact of blurring (due to
resonant scattering) on practically all angular scales, contribut-
ing to & 10 % of the anisotropy power at l > 2000.

This paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe
the hydrodynamical numerical simulations under use; in Sect. 3
we outline the different terms of the radiative transfer equation
for CMB photons and its integration. In Sect. 4 we describe the
results in terms of predictions for the distortion of the CMB spec-
trum and the angular clustering of the line-induced anisotropies.
Finally, in Sect. 5 we discuss our results and their implications
in the context of upcoming CMB-distortion and HI 21 cm exper-
iments and conclude.

2. The simulations

Our work is based on the output of hydrodynamical cosmolog-
ical numerical simulations. From the initial stages laid down
by seminal works (Holmberg 1941; von Hoerner 1960, 1963;
Barnes & Hut 1986; Hockney & Eastwood 1988; Cen et al. 1990;
Cen & Ostriker 1993; Gnedin 1996a,b; Gnedin & Bertschinger
1996), numerical techniques have evolved and been refined over
the years until becoming a standard tool in cosmology (Springel
2005). The numerical calculations performed in this work ex-
tend our previous studies of the intergalactic medium during
the epoch of reionization. We employ the outputs of the hy-
drodynamical simulations presented in Maio et al. (2010) and
Maio et al. (2011a). Besides gravity and hydrodynamics calcula-
tions, the implementation contains a self-consistent treatment of
molecules and metals, too, as discussed in Maio et al. (2007). We
include detailed non-equilibrium atomic and molecular chem-
istry evolution for electrons, H, H+, H−, He, He+, He++, D, D+,
H2, H+

2 , HD, HeH+. The variations of the number density of indi-
vidual species are computed according to a backward differential
scheme. The adopted timestep for the solution of the differen-
tial equations is 1/10th the hydrodynamic timestep. This choice
assures a robust convergence of our calculations, as previously
checked in the literature by, e.g., Anninos et al. (1997); Yoshida
et al. (2003); Maio et al. (2013, 2016).

Star formation and stellar evolution is followed to track stel-
lar lifetimes and metal-dependent yields from different types of
stars, including C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe (Tornatore et al.
2010). The corresponding resonant cooling and fine-structure
transition cooling below 104 K (relevant for this work) is also
monitored (see Maio et al. 2007, for details). In this way, cool-
ing from sub-mm fine-structure transitions is treated fully self-
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consistently with the thermal gas evolution. To estimate the fine-
structure emissions consistently with the simulation hydrody-
namics, we compute at runtime the atomic level populations by
relying on particle conservation and the detailed balance princi-
ple in the low-density limit (level populations treated in this way
naturally converge also at high densities). Cooling rate emissions
are then derived through the level populations, the radiative tran-
sition probabilities and the corresponding energy separations.

As sources of metal pollution we consider both popula-
tion III (popIII) and population II-I (popII-I) stellar generations
with corresponding stellar yields for massive SNe (Woosley
& Weaver 1995; Woosley et al. 2002), AGB stars (van den
Hoek & Groenewegen 1997) and SNIa events (Thielemann et al.
2003). The assumed stellar initial mass function covers the range
[0.1, 100] M� for popII-I stars and [100, 500] M� for popIII stars.
The energy of massive popII-I SNe is assumed to be ∼ 1051 erg,
while the energy of massive popIII pair-instability SNe is mass-
dependent and reaches ∼ 1053 erg (see more details and discus-
sions in e.g. Maio et al. 2010). The transition from early popIII to
subsequent popII-I generations is determined by a critical metal-
licity Zcrit = 10−4 Z� (Bromm & Loeb 2003; Schneider et al.
2006). For gas with Z < Zcrit (> Zcrit) popIII (popII-I) star for-
mation is adopted. Popular stellar lifetimes are derived by Mat-
teucci & Greggio (1986) and Renzini & Buzzoni (1986). Metal
diffusion in the cosmic medium is mimicked by smoothing in-
dividual metallicities over the neighbouring particles in the SPH
kernel. A star formation density threshold of 1 particle per cubic
cm is used, because this is the minimum value required to obtain
converging and meaningful results at early epochs, both in terms
of star formation rate (for a deeper analysis see e.g. Maio et al.
2009) and of chemical patterns (Maio & Tescari 2015). We refer
to Maio et al. (2013) for results of more extended tests on the
effects of proper inclusion of cooling, metal spreading and a full
parameter exploration.

Throughout this paper we adopt the following cosmologi-
cal parameters: H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, Ωb = 0.04,
ΩΛ = 0.7, and nS = 1, σ8 = 0.9 for the scalar spectral index and
the current amplitude of linear matter fluctuations in spheres of
8 h−1 Mpc radius, respectively.

3. The interaction of the CMB with metals during
reionization

We consider the metal species C, O, Si and Fe and their interac-
tion with the CMB via a set of fine-structure transitions in both
neutral and ionized states of the atoms. The two channels for
this interaction considered here are the resonant scattering and
the collisional emission on those transitions.

Metal fine-structure transitions constitute a source of optical
depth for CMB photons, which can be scattered resonantly and
hence have their direction of propagation changed. The effect of
this process is the blurring of the original small-scale (l > 20 −
50) CMB anisotropies and the generation of new anisotropies if
the scatterers have a peculiar motion with respect to the CMB
photon field. This mechanism of generation of new anisotropies
will be referred to as the Doppler term. Resonant scattering does
not distort the CMB black-body spectrum, since no new photons
are produced.

At the same time, if metals are placed in a high-density en-
vironment, then collisions with neutral hydrogen atoms may ex-
cite them into upper levels of the fine-structure transitions con-
sidered. The subsequent de-excitation to the lower levels would
result in the emission of a photon at the transition frequency.

This process of collisional emission produces new photons that
do distort the CMB black-body spectrum, unlike resonant scat-
tering.

Another process which introduces a distortion is the UV
pumping of the resonant transitions. This physical process,
also known as the Wouthuysen-Field effect (Wouthuysen 1952;
Field 1958), has been extensively studied when characteriz-
ing the H 21 cm fluctuations during the epoch of reionization,
and also in the context of metal emission during that same
epoch (Hernández-Monteagudo et al. 2007a, 2008; Kusakabe &
Kawasaki 2012). The presence of a UV radiation field causes
excitation in the electronic metallic levels and this process itself
modifies the spin temperature of the fine-structure transition(s).
Nevertheless, to properly account for this effect, one requires a
precise knowledge of the spectrum of the local UV field, a prob-
lem that goes beyond the scope of this work. We foresee, how-
ever, that the amplitude of this distortion is significantly smaller
than the collision-induced distortion addressed in this work.

In what follows, we describe how we address resonant scat-
tering and collisional emission in our simulations. We remind
that the interaction of CMB photons with atoms and molecules
moving along a direction n can be described by the radiative
transfer equation modelling the evolution of the specific inten-
sity at frequency ν, Iν, in terms of proper distance s:

dIν(n, s)
ds

= −τ̇
i j
X, ν(s)

(
Iν(n, s) − I0

ν (s)
)

+ jν(n, s). (1)

In this equation, effects of the Hubble expansion have been ne-
glected as our simulated boxes are typically much smaller than
the Hubble radius at the redshifts of interest (this approximation
is commonly adopted in these cases). For the sake of simplicity,
the opacity τ̇i j

X, ν refers only to one fine-structure transition link-
ing levels i→ j of species X. The first term in the right-hand side
of the equation refers to resonant scattering and is discussed in
the next Sect. 3.1. The second term, jν(n, s), refers to the emis-
sivity that in our case is assumed to be caused by collisional
emissions and will be discussed in Sect. 3.2. The optical depth,
τ

i j
X, ν, relates to the opacity, τ̇i j

X, ν, via the following integral over
proper distance:

τ
i j
X, ν =

∫
ds τ̇i j

X, ν. (2)

The relative amplitude of the intrinsic CMB intensity
anisotropies is very small (∼ 10−5) and this makes the blur-
ring term consequently small, too. However, as we show next,
scatterers moving with respect to the CMB rest frame can make
the resonant scattering term significantly larger. Let us assume
that the scatterer moves at a velocity v with respect to (wrt) the
observer (in units of the speed of light). A CMB photon seen
at frequency ν by an observer at rest wrt the CMB will have a
frequency ν′ ' ν(1 + v · n) by the moving scatterer. Both ob-
servers will, however, see the same CMB monopole. By noting
that Iν/ν3 is a relativistic invariant, one can easily find that the
term Iν(n, s) − I0

ν (s) in Eq. 1 can be rewritten, to leading order in
v ·n, as I0

ν (α−3)v ·n+δIintr
ν (n, s), with α = ∂ log(Iν(n, s))/∂ log ν

expressing the relative variation of the specific intensity versus
the relative change in frequency, and δIintr

ν (n, s) denoting the in-
trinsic CMB anisotropies. Therefore, to first order in v · n, we
can write:
dIν(n, s)

ds
' −τ̇

i j
X, ν(s)

(
δIintr
ν (n, s) + I0

ν (α − 3)v · n
)

+ jν(n, s)[1 + (α − 3)v · n]. (3)
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The last term on the right-hand side is the emissivity corrected by
the Doppler effect due to the scatterer’s velocity. In what follows
we shall neglect this Doppler corrections in the term proportional
to the emissivity (i.e. the scatterer’s velocity is assumed to be
much smaller than the speed of light), so the equation finally
reads

dIν(n, s)
ds

' −τ̇
i j
X, ν(s)

(
δIintr
ν (n, s) + I0

νv · n (3 − α)
)

+ jν(n, s). (4)

Hereafter, we will refer to the first term in parentheses of the
right-hand side of this equation as the blurring term, since it
refers to the blurring of the intrinsic CMB anisotropies. The sec-
ond term, proportional to v · n, will be denoted as the Doppler
term. Finally, the third term, proportional to the emissivity, is
the emission term (see next section). We stress that the former
two terms are purely due to resonant scattering and conserve the
number of photons. The third term, instead, is responsible for the
distortion of the CMB black-body spectrum, since it involves the
production of new photons.

After integrating Eq. 4 above, the resulting specific inten-
sity Iν at the resonant redshift is projected onto a local observer
(z = 0) by imposing that Iν/ν3 is a relativistic invariant. We next
describe the contribution from the blurring and Doppler terms,
and the collisionally-induced emission term in more detail.

3.1. Resonant scattering: blurring and Doppler terms

The opacity can be written in terms of the resonant wavelength of
the transition, λ, the Einstein A ji coefficient, the number density
of the resonant species (nX) and the fraction of atoms/molecules
populating the considered energy level fl (e.g., Basu et al. 2004):

τ̇
i j
X, ν =

λ2

8π
ψ(ν)A ji

g j

gi
nX(s) fl. (5)

The degeneracy factors gi and g j depend on the particular transi-
tion, and the absorption frequency profile of the transition, ψ(ν),
obeys to the convolution of the intrinsic absorption profile and
the observational frequency profile. In most practical situations,
the latter is always much broader than the former, so we shall
model ψ(ν) with a square function centred upon the resonant fre-
quency, νi j

X : ψ(ν) = 1/(∆νobs(1 + zr)) if
∣∣∣∣ν − νi j

X

∣∣∣∣ < ∆νobs(1 + zr)/2

and ψ(ν) = 0 otherwise, with νi j
x = νobs, c(1 + zr), νobs, c the cen-

tral observing frequency and zr the resonant redshift connecting
νobs, c and the resonant frequency νi j

X . The quantity ∆νobs(1 + zr)
represents the effective frequency width at the resonant epoch,
and is nothing but the observational (instrumental) frequency
width (∆νobs) projected to the scattering redshift. For the emis-
sivity jν we will assume a similar frequency profile, given by the
same instrumental frequency response.

The instrumental frequency width ∆νobs conditions the width
of the redshift shell in which a given experiment will be sampling
the species interacting with the CMB photons. The width of this
shell is given, in physical units, by

∆s = cH−1(z)
∆z

1 + z
= cH−1(z)

∆νobs

νobs
, (6)

provided that d log νobs = −d log (1 + z). Formally, one should
integrate Eq. 4 above within this width only. In order to use the
full length of the box, and unless otherwise specified, ∆νobs is
chosen such that ∆s equals the box size in physical units.

For the CII 158 µm transition, this results in an effective ob-
servational frequency width ranging from ∆νobs ∼ 0.5 GHz up
to ∼ 1.4 GHz at z = 49 and 5, respectively, and for the OI
63 µm line ∆νobs ∈ [1.2, 3.5] GHz. For all lines, we have that
∆νobs/νobs ∈ [5× 10−3, 1.3× 10−2,], since the relative width only
depends on the resonant redshift.

Basu et al. (2004) first predicted the signatures of resonant
scattering on metals on CMB anisotropies through its linear
contribution, corresponding to the blurring term, by assuming
a uniform distribution of heavy elements in the Universe. Since
our simulations are able to track the level populations for sev-
eral fine-structure transitions and in different cosmological en-
vironments, we can provide more realistic estimates of the av-
erage optical depth associated to them, and, consequently, we
can improve the predictions on the blurring term, too. It can
be easily seen from Eq. 4 that, on large scales, the contribu-
tion of the blurring term reduces approximately to ∆Iblur

ν (n, s) '
−τ̄

i j
X, νδIintr

ν (n, s), where τ̄
i j
X, ν is the spatially averaged optical

depth of the transition under study8. In Fourier space, this last
expression may be re-written as ∆Iν(l) ' −τ̄i j

X, νδIintr
ν (l), with l the

Fourier wave-vector such that the intrinsic CMB angular power
spectrum is given by CCMB,intr

l = 〈|δIintr
ν (l)|2〉l̂, where 〈...〉l̂ de-

notes the angular average over different orientations of the wave-
vector l. From this it is straightforward to find that the modifica-
tion of the power spectrum due to this blurring effect obeys to
∆Cblur

l = −2τi j
X, νC

CMB,intr
l (Basu et al. 2004).

While on very large scales it is possible to predict the scale
and redshift dependence of the gas peculiar velocity, our hy-
drodynamical simulations are restricted to midly to highly non-
linear scales. We therefore rely on the output of these numerical
simulations to track the spatial modulation of the projected pe-
culiar momentum giving rise to the Doppler term.

3.2. Collisional emission

The fraction of species X populating different atomic levels ( fl)
depends on the collisional rate, which, therefore, influences the
emissivity ( jν) of a given transition. These quantities are a pri-
ori functions of the density of metals, electrons, protons, the UV
radiation field and gas temperature. The outputs of the numeri-
cal simulations introduced earlier have been used to tabulate the
atomic relative populations in the different levels in terms of gas
temperature, density and species abundance. This allows us to
obtain, for each transition, the corresponding value of jν(n, s)
emitted into the surrounding medium (i.e. the amount of pho-
tons which distorts the CMB spectrum).

To estimate the fine-structure emissions consistently with the
hydrodynamics of the simulated cosmic gas, we implement the
energy rate density arising from collisions due to enriched ma-
terial (within 10 − 109 K) in the energy equation of the simula-
tion code. At each timestep and for each gas particle, we get gas
density, temperature and chemical composition as resulting also
from the previous stellar evolution and pollution history.

Atomic level populations are computed by assuming parti-
cle conservation and the detailed balance principle in the low-
density limit (level populations treated in this way naturally con-
verge at high densities, too) to account for excitations and de-
excitations of the considered metal species. When a single tran-
sition of a species (like CII) is followed it is possible to solve for
the two level occupation fractions analytically. For more com-

8 In what follows we shall adopt average values of the optical depth
unless otherwise made explicit.
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plex species (such as OI or FeII), we need to resolve a linear
system, as detailed in Maio et al. (2007). Usually, hydrogen colli-
sions dominate the interactions of metals with cosmic gas. How-
ever, for sake of completeness, we also consider the contribu-
tion due to possible free electrons, that could be important in the
presence of recent star formation or feedback effects. The radia-
tive losses from each transition are obtained by multiplying the
upper level populations with the corresponding radiative tran-
sition probabilities and energy separations (listed in Appendix
B of Maio et al. 2007). In this way, the resulting level popula-
tions and the corresponding fine-structure emissions are consis-
tent with the features of the local environment and its chemical
composition.

The average collisional emission induced by the transitions
associated to the metals introduces an average distortion of the
CMB black-body spectrum. At any redshift z, this is quantified
through the CMB spectral-distortion parameter, y, which is de-
fined as the ratio of the collisionally-induced “extra” emission
∆Icoll

ν and the CMB black-body specific intensity Bν(TCMB[z])
evaluated at the corresponding resonant frequency:

y =
∆Icoll

ν

Bν(TCMB[zr])
. (7)

The numerator in this equation is simply the integral of Eq. 4
that is triggered by the emissivity jν,

∆Icoll
ν (n) =

∫
ds jν(s,n). (8)

We remark that collisional emission, unlike resonant scattering,
adds photons to the CMB black-body spectrum and, thus, is the
only contribution that survives after averaging over sufficiently
large volumes (in which the blurring and the Doppler terms can-
cel at first order). For this reason, in the following, we shall use
∆Icoll

ν and ∆Iν indistinctly when referring to spatially-averaged
specific intensity.

4. Results

In this section we discuss the impact that high-redshift metal
lines have on the CMB. We consider the following fine-structure
lines: CII 157.7 µm, SiII 34.8 µm, OI 63.18 µm, OI 145.5 µm,
FeII 25.99 µm, FeII 35.35 µm and FeII 51.28 µm. These wave-
lengths correspond to emitted frequencies of about 1901, 8615,
4745, 2060, 11535, 8481 and 5846 GHz, respectively. For the
sake of clarity, in the following these transitions will be referred
to as: CII 158 µm, SiII 35 µm, OI 63 µm, OI 145 µm, FeII 26
µm, FeII 35 µm and FeII 51 µm.

4.1. Evolution throughout reionization

As structure formation and evolution proceed, the abundance of
metals as they are produced by stars increases. As shown in
the left panel of Fig. 1, species like carbon, silicon, oxygen or
iron increase from a level close to ∼ 10−8 Z� at z ' 20 up to
∼ 10−2 Z� at z ' 5, where solar metallicities have been com-
puted following the solar reference number abundances of As-
plund et al. (2009). O, C, Si and alpha elements in general come
from early SNe, exploding at z ∼ 20. After a few 108 yr from the
initial star formation phases (i.e. already at redshift z ∼ 10− 15),
AGB stars contribute (mostly) with additional C, N and O. Fe
can be produced by short-lived massive SNe as well as by low-
mass SNIa, effective after about 1 Gyr from the onset of star

formation, i.e. at z . 6. With the occurrence and evolution of
metals in the Universe, the resonant scattering and the emis-
sivity terms result consequentially affected. Indeed, the optical
depth of the transitions associated to these species increases ac-
cordingly to metallicities, as given in the middle panel of Fig. 1.
The legend in the panel relates each fine-structure transition to
a line color and style. These apply to the right panel as well,
where the y parameter for the average collisional CMB distor-
tion induced by each line emission is displayed. Also the dis-
tortion parameter y is shown against the cosmological redshift,
z. Additionally, the legends quote the scaling with z of the ob-
serving frequency for each transition. For instance, for the CII
158 µm transition, an observing frequency of 190 GHz would be
required to probe the emissivity signal at z = 9, while, more
generally, νobs = 190 × 10/(1 + z) GHz is required at any ar-
bitrary redshift z. We find that the average collisional emission
induced by the transitions associated to these metals grows in
amplitude with decreasing redshift and causes an increasingly
larger average distortion of the CMB black-body spectrum. This
is essentially a consequence of both the larger pollution level
and the smaller CMB intensity at lower z (see definition of y). In
the frequency range where the CMB is dominant, the OI 63 µm,
OI 145 µm and CII 158 µm transitions drive most of the distor-
tion of the CMB black-body spectrum. At shorter wavelengths,
where the CMB is significantly weaker, other transitions, like
FeII 26 µm and SiII 35 µm, dominate the distortions.

The collisional induced emission is concentrated in over-
dense regions, where the electron density is able to collision-
ally modify the fine-structure level populations. This is consis-
tent with the fact that first (non-linear) star formation events and
related feedback processes take place in primordial overdense
regions and are effective in ionizing the local medium to a sig-
nificant degree. We note that these physical features can be cap-
tured thanks to the coupling between the fine-structure emission
and the hydro part of the code. They would be lost with a more
naive approach based on simple post-processing estimates.

To better visualise the impact of metal fine-structure transi-
tions, we derive from the simulated boxes maps of line emis-
sion, optical depth and doppler term at different epochs and for
different lines. In particular, in the left panel of Fig. 2 we find
that the CII 158 µm emission at z = 9.5 (which corresponds to
νobs = 181 GHz) can reach a level of almost ∼ 50 µK (in units of
thermodynamic temperature at the corresponding resonant fre-
quency) in the highest density cores, where the corresponding
optical depth (middle panel) is ∼ 10−5–10−4. Here we are ex-
pressing the emission in units of brightness temperature fluctua-
tions, which relate to specific intensity fluctuations via

δT
T0

=
exp x − 1

x
δIν

Bν(T0)
, (9)

with x = hν/(kBTCMB) the adimensional frequency and T0 the
CMB temperature monopole at present, T0 = TCMB[z = 0]. This
equation assumes that deviations from the CMB black-body in-
tensity law are small.

On the other hand, because CII is widely spread in the IGM,
the associated optical depth shows a much smoother distribution
in space (τCII, 145 ∈ [10−8,10−5] for a ∼ 50 % of space), as dis-
played in the middle panel of Fig. 2. This is a consequence of
metal spreading from stellar evolution due to ongoing star for-
mation and (wind) feedback effects.

Correspondingly, the Doppler effect is not as restricted to
the highest density regions as the collisional emission, but more
spread to mildly overdense regions. In this case, the amplitude is
significantly lower than for the emission term: as the right panel
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Fig. 1. Left panel: Evolution of metallicity versus redshift for C (black), Si (red), O (green) and Fe (blue) abundances in solar units. Middle panel:
Optical depth associated to each of the resonant transitions considered in this work, i.e.: CII 158 micron (black solid line), SiII 35 micron (red solid
line), OI 63 micron (green solid line), OI 145 micron (green dashed line), FeII 26 micron (blue solid line), FeII 35 micron (blue dotted line), FeII
51 micron (blue dashed line). Right panel: Spectral distortions introduced by collisionally excited emission on the different transitions considered
in this paper, given by the ratio of the average collisionally induced emission over the CMB intensity: ∆Iν/Bν(TCMB[z]). Each redshift corresponds
to an observing frequency, and the relation between these two is indicated by the legends. The color and linestyle coding is identical to the one in
the middle panel. The observed frequencies quoted in the right panel, νobs, are obtained by dividing the emitted frequencies by (1 + z). To better
display their magnitude, they have been written by highlighting a factor of 10 for (1 + z), being z in the range ∼ [5, 20].

of Fig. 2 shows in linear scale and independently from the sign
flip of the Doppler term (depending on the line-of-sight projected
velocity), the amplitude is typically slightly below 0.5 µK.

During structure growth, more halos hosting collisional
emission appear while, at the same time, more metals are spread
in the IGM. Despite the higher metallicity of the medium, the
growth of peculiar velocities is modest (∝ (1 + z)−1/2) and so is
the growth of the Doppler term at later epochs.

Fig. 3 is the equivalent of Fig. 2 at z = 7.5 (νobs = 224 GHz)
and shows how, while the distribution of metals and associated
optical depth are significantly more disperse than at z = 9.5,
the amplitude of the Doppler term has increased mostly due to
the larger amount of metals in the IGM, since peculiar velocities
have increased by only ∼ 10 % between z = 9.5 and z = 7.5. The
emission pattern is however significantly different, not only due
to the higher amount of clumps where collisions take place, but
also to the higher amplitude of the signal in the core of the halos
(collisions have not saturated yet at this redshift).

In Fig. 4 we show the impact of the OI 63 µm line at z = 9.5.
The optical depth is only slightly larger than the CII 158 µm tran-
sition, while, as can be seen by comparing to Fig. 2, the Doppler
effect for the OI 63 µm transition is about 100 times larger (ex-
pressed in units of thermodynamic temperature). This is a com-
bination of the 8 times lower amplitude of the (background)
CMB intensity at the resonant frequency of OI 63 µm and of the
∼ 50 times difference in the factor relating intensity to tempera-
ture fluctuations in Eq. 9. The emission for the OI 63 µm case is
also significantly higher, and this is caused by the higher oscil-
lation strength of this transition. In this case, the emission may
reach values as high as 103 µK, which corresponds for a square
beam of linear size of ∼ 2.5 arcsec, to a flux close to 20 µJy, i.e.
about an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding CII
158 µm transition.

4.2. Spectral distortions induced on the CMB

COBE/FIRAS (Mather et al. 1994) set strong upper limits to the
deviations from a black-body of the measured CMB spectrum,
with a typical RMS deviation at the level of 0.01 %. We next
compute the amplitude of the distortion on the CMB black-body
spectrum introduced by the cooling lines considered in this pa-
per. While the differential effect generated by each line at each
redshift has already been shown in the right panel of Fig. 1, in
Fig. 5 we show the cumulative9 effect of all lines considered in
this work at different observing frequencies, following the color
coding introduced in the right panel of Fig. 1. The black solid
line refers to the CII 158 µm transition, which lies just below the
OI 145 µm line, and both are the dominant contributors for ob-
served frequencies below 300 GHz. At νobs ∼ 300 GHz the dis-
tortion induced by these two lines becomes larger than ∼ 10−8,
which is about 103 smaller than current FIRAS upper limits (dis-
played in Fig. 5 by black arrows in the top of the panel).

We do not show predictions for these two transitions at
higher observing frequencies since they correspond to resonant
redshifts below zmin = 5, the minimum reached by the simula-
tion. If however the behaviour of those curves is extrapolated
to higher frequencies, then one finds plausible that the distor-
tion due to the two lines would cross the amplitude found for
the OI 63 µm transition (green solid line) at νobs ∼600–800 GHz.
At these frequencies the distortion of the CMB induced by OI
is ∼ 10−4. This amplitude should fall well within the range of
detectability of future missions like the Primordial Inflation Ex-
plorer (PIXIE, Kogut et al. 2016).

The contribution from other species like silicon and iron be-
comes important only at high frequencies (νobs > 800 GHz), al-
though they increase very rapidly due to the steep fall in intensity

9 By cumulative we refer to an integration through all resonant red-
shifts contributing to a given observing frequency.
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Fig. 2. The three panels in this plot refer to the CII 158 µm transition as seen at z = 9.5, which corresponds to an observing frequency of 181 GHz.
Left panel: Decimal logarithm of the collisionally induced emission measured in thermodynamic temperature units [µK]. Middle panel: Decimal
logarithm of the optical depth associated to the transition. Right panel: Doppler-induced brightness temperature fluctuations due to the peculiar
velocity of the scatterers in units of [10−2 µK]. For a square pixel of ∼ 2.5 arcsec on a side, a temperature increment of 101.7 ' 50 µK corresponds,
at this observing frequency, to a flux of ∼ 3.4 µJy.

Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but referred to the CII 158 µm transition as seen at z = 7.5, corresponding to an observing frequency of 223 GHz.
Differently from Fig. 2, results in the right panel are in units of [10−1 µK]. For a square pixel of ∼ 2.5 arcsec on a side, a temperature increment of
102.6 ' 400 µK corresponds, at this observing frequency, to a flux of ∼ 30 µJy.

of the CMB in the Wien tail. Above νobs = 300 GHz the presence
of local and high-z dust and the Cosmic Infrared Background
(CIB) generated at z ∈ [2,5] becomes increasingly important.
The challenge lies therefore in detecting the signature of these
very early metals embedded in a higher background of emission
generated at lower redshifts. We shall make our first attempts to
address this in the following sub-sections.

4.3. The angular power spectrum induced by metals

Equation 4 shows that there are a priori three different terms
contributing to the angular anisotropies generated by metals dur-
ing reionization: the blurring term, the Doppler term and the
emission term. The blurring of the original CMB anisotropies is
relevant only on very large scales (small l-s) and is proportional
to the line optical depth. In the previous section, we have seen
that the Doppler term gives rise to new temperature anisotropies

that are significantly smaller than those generated by the emis-
sion term.

This is also reflected in the top panel of Fig. 6, where we
show the amplitude of the various contributions to the total an-
gular power spectrum for the CII 158 µm transition at redshift
z = 7.5 and z = 5.2, as extracted from the corresponding tem-
perature maps obtained after integrating Eq. 4 in those redshift
snapshots and converting intensity fluctuations into temperature
fluctuations via Eq. 9. In this way, we can also build maps of tem-
perature fluctuations for the emission and Doppler contributions
separately, δTemis and δTDoppler. The total amplitude is dominated
by (and indistinguishable from) the contribution of the emission
term, while the Doppler term is negligible. Since we are plot-
ting power, there exists a cross term coupling emission and the
Doppler term (equal to 2 δTemis × δTDoppler), which is displayed
by the dotted lines. For the sake of comparison, we also display
the intrinsic angular power spectrum of the CMB anisotropies
consistent with Planck measurements (CCMB, intr

l , Planck Collab-
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Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 2 but referred to the OI 63 µm transition as seen at z = 9.5, corresponding to an observing frequency of 454 GHz.
Differently from Fig. 2, results in the right panel are in units of [1 µK].For a square pixel of ∼ 2.5 arcsec on a side, a temperature increment of
103.4 ' 2.5 × 103 µK corresponds, at this observing frequency, to a flux ∼ 50 µJy.

Fig. 5. Spectral distortion induced by collisionally excited emission
on the different resonant transitions considered in this work versus the
observing frequency. The upper limits (at 1-σ) imposed by FIRAS
observations (Mather et al. 1994) are displayed by the black arrows
in the top part of the figure, while the 1–σ sensitivity level foreseen
for PIXIE (Kogut et al. 2016) is displayed by the black, dotted line.
For a fixed resonant redshift, longer wavelength transitions (like CII
158 µm or OI 145 µm) introduce distortions at the longer wavelengths
(νobs . 200 GHz) for which the impact of local dust is less important.

oration et al. 2016, given by the thick black solid line at l . 104

in both panels in Fig. 6.).
The bottom panel of the figure reflects the contributions

from all lines at given observing frequencies: black, red, green,
blue and yellow colours correspond to 145, 220, 280, 300 and
450 GHz, respectively. These frequencies sample the peak of the
CMB black-body spectrum and the Wien tail where the impact
of metals is expected to be more relevant. The symbols joined by

the solid lines refer to the combined Doppler and emission terms,
while the thin solid lines provide the absolute value of the blur-
ring term, which equals −2τνobsC

CMB, intr
l (Basu et al. 2004). The

notation τνobs denotes the effective metal optical depth at a given
observing frequency and constitutes the sum of all the average
optical depths estimated for each transition at the corresponding
resonant redshift:

τνobs =
∑
X,i j

τ̄
i j
X,ν(zr = ν

i j
X/νobs − 1). (10)

At relatively low frequencies (at or below 145 GHz), the corre-
sponding resonant redshifts are typically above z ∼ 15 for the
lines we are considering, and thus their predicted impact on the
angular power spectrum is small. For νobs = 145 GHz the effect
associated to metals intercept the intrinsic CMB angular power
spectrum at l ∼ 104, at an amplitude of Dl = l(l + 1)Cl/(2π) ∼
10−2 [µK]2. However, the signature of metals rapidly increases
with frequency (as the effective resonant redshift decreases and
samples the epoch of reionization). At νobs = 220 GHz, the
metal-induced signal on small scales is about 100–1000 times
larger than at νobs = 145 GHz, intercepting the intrinsic CMB
angular power spectrum at l ∼ 5000 (Dl ∼ 10 [µK]2). The signal
from metals keeps increasing with frequency, since more met-
als are present at lower redshifts. Our result for νobs = 450 GHz
has however an amplitude lower than at 280 and 300 GHz, due to
the fact that at this frequency the resonant redshifts for the (dom-
inant) CII 158 µm and OI 145 µm transitions fall below zmin = 5,
the minimum redshift reached by our simulation. While the am-
plitude of the metal-induced signals increases with increasing
frequency, the impact of dust emission and the CIB becomes
also more important and the need for component separation tech-
niques becomes critical (as it shall be addressed in a subsequent
section).

It is also interesting to note that the impact of clustering of
metal polluted regions can be seen as the effective resonant red-
shift decreases: the pattern of the metal induced anisotropies re-
sembles that of isolated, random regions in space at low frequen-
cies (νobs ∼ 145 GHz) since Cl ∼ const and Dl ∝ l2 (Poissonian),
while the slope of Dl becomes shallower at higher frequencies,
reflecting the impact of metal clustering at lower redshifts.

We should keep in mind that our approach is approximate
in the sense that, while combining contributions from different
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lines at different redshifts, we are adding the power spectrum
for each line at each resonant redshift under a different effec-
tive spectral resolution ∆νobs/νobs. As described at the end of
Sect. 3.1, we are forcing the width of the shell ∆s to be the simu-
lated box size. According to Eq. 6 this corresponds to a redshift
dependent spectral resolution. The value of ∆νobs/νobs changes
however by a factor . 3 in the entire redshift range under con-
sideration. This, as we discuss below, has a modest impact on
the amplitude of Cl.

The blurring term can be computed as in Basu et al. (2004)
and, for sake of clarity, it is shown only in the bottom panel
of Fig. 6. It is worth noting that the low values of the optical
depth associated to the transitions make the detection of the blur-
ring term challenging, particularly if one takes into account as-
pects related to inter-channel calibration and beam characteriza-
tion uncertainties, as done in e.g. Hernández-Monteagudo et al.
(2006). On the positive side, as noted in that work, given an in-
trinsic CMB anisotropy field, the pattern of the blurring term can
be predicted and this should enable signal extraction approaches
of a matched-filter type.

4.4. The context provided by current predictions and
observations

The top panel of Fig. 7 compares our predictions for the metal-
induced signals with state-of-the-art measurements from the At-
acama Cosmology Telescope (ACT, Das et al. 2014) and South
Pole Telescope (SPT, George et al. 2015) collaborations. Current
measurements of CMB intensity anisotropies at 145 GHz are be-
tween 3 and 4 orders of magnitude above our predictions, but
only a factor of 10–50 higher at νobs ' 220 GHz. The signal at
this latter frequency and on small angular scales is known to be
dominated by dust emission in local and high-z galaxies (which
conform the CIB).

As already noted by Pallottini et al. (2015), the detection of
the CII 158 µm signal is challenging. When comparing their pre-
dictions for the angular power spectrum associated to this line at
z ' 6 with ours, we find that our estimates fall a factor ∼ 100
higher in Dl amplitude (which corresponds to a factor of ∼ 10
higher in emission amplitude) for ∆νobs/νobs ∼ 5 × 10−3. At the
same time, the amplitude of the Dl blurring term in Pallottini
et al. (2015), for the same redshift, is a factor ∼ 100 higher than
our estimate. Assuming that the abundance of carbon is simi-
lar in both sets of simulations, this points to a different level
of efficiency at collisional excitations, thus reflecting the many
uncertainties in the modelling of small-scale physics (cooling,
metal spreading and mixing, stellar yields, mass and energetics
assumed for early SNe, feedback prescriptions, numerical reso-
lution, etc.).

Since different metals probe similar regions in the IGM as
they spread through it, the signal generated by different transi-
tions is expected to be spatially correlated. In the bottom panel
of Fig. 7 we compute the correlation coefficient between the total
temperature anisotropy maps generated by two different transi-
tions. The correlation coefficient is defined as

rl =
CX,Y

l√
CX, X

l CY,Y
l

, (11)

where the superscripts X and Y refer to two different transitions.
Our simulations suggest that the correlation at z = 9.5 between
the CII 158 µm and the OI 63 µm line pairs (or the CII 158 µm
and OI 145 µm pairs) is high, with cross correlation coefficients

Fig. 6. Top panel: Angular power spectrum of the temperature angu-
lar anisotropies induced by the CII 158 µm at z = 5.2 (red color) and
7.5 (blue color) for observations with ∆νobs/νobs ' 5 × 10−3. We con-
sider separately the contribution from the emission term (solid lines),
the Doppler term (dashed lines) and the cross term (dotted lines). The
total contribution is practically given by the emission term. In both pan-
els of the figure the intrinsic CMB angular power spectrum consistent
with Planck observations is given by the black, thick solid line. Bottom
panel: Cumulative contribution of the collisional emission and Doppler
terms from all considered transitions to the angular power spectrum of
CMB anisotropies at different observing frequencies. Each observing
frequency corresponds to a different color and symbol type (filled black
circles for 145 GHz, filled red squares for 220 GHz, yellow asterisks for
450 GHz, green empty diamonds for 280 GHz and blue empty triangles
for 300 GHz). The thin, coloured solid lines in the bottom left corner of
this panel correspond to the (small) contribution of the blurring term at
large angular scales (as computed in Basu et al. 2004). Note that the pre-
diction for νobs = 450 GHz misses the contribution from the CII 158 µm
and OI 145 µm transitions since those would be observed at redshifts
lower than the minimum output redshift of the simulations.
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typically above 0.85. The details of the spatial distribution of
different metal species on small scales around halos may dif-
fer, but on larger scales they prove quite similar. This opens
the possibility of combining observations at different frequen-
cies to extract the weak signal generated by metals: when tar-
geting a given redshift zt during reionization, one could combine
observations at different frequencies νobs, 1 and νobs, 2, such that
νobs, 1/νobs, 2 = νX/νY and νobs, 1 = νX (1 + zt), with νX , νY the
(rest) resonant frequencies of the transitions under study. This
would alleviate the impact of noise and systematics that do not
correlate when using different frequency channels.

4.4.1. Impact of spectral resolution

Another interesting characteristic of these signals is their partic-
ular dependence on the spectral resolution of the observations.
As first noted by Righi et al. (2008), when reducing the width of
the redshift shell giving rise to the signal we are sensitive to more
radial small scale (high-k) modes of the anisotropy power spec-
trum, thus increasing the amplitude of the clustered part of the
signal. At the same time, by narrowing the effective redshift win-
dow we are also sampling a smaller cosmological volume, and
this increases the shot noise contribution to the total measured
anisotropy. In the top panel of Fig. 8, we show the angular power
spectra for different spectral resolution configurations: for nar-
rower ones the spectrum is merely Poissonian (Dl ∝ l2), since it
is dominated by the shot noise contribution, and it increases with
decreasing width shell. On the contrary, for wider shell configu-
rations, the shot noise contribution becomes less important and
hints to the clustered contribution on the largest angular scales
in the form of a shallower l-slope forDl.

Since the anisotropy generated in narrow redshift shells is
dominated by the shot noise component, the signal from differ-
ent (but nearby) radial shells should be largely uncorrelated. In
the bottom panel of Fig. 8 we show the cross-correlation coef-
ficient between shell pairs whose members lie at comoving dis-
tances of ∆r = 0.4, 5.6, and 9.6 h−1 Mpc. The width of the shells
corresponds to ∆νobs/νobs = 0.2×10−3. Where positive, lines are
solid, and dotted otherwise. Regardless of the inter-shell distance
∆r, the cross correlation coefficient oscillates around zero with a
scaling close to ∝ 1/

√
Nk, where Nk is the number of 2-D Fourier

modes falling within a given radial-k bin. This analysis indicates
that the emission in neighbouring redshift shells is uncorrelated
and independent from ∆r. This characteristic allows us to re-
move contamination from foregrounds with a smooth frequency
dependence.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Using the hydrodynamical simulations of Maio et al. (2010,
2011a), we have estimated the impact of some fine-structure
cooling lines (CII 158 µm, SiII 35 µm, OI 63 µm, OI 145 µm,
FeII 26 µm, FeII 36 µm and FeII 51 µm) on the CMB. We find
that the OI 145 µm and CII 158 µm lines play a dominant role
in the distortions introduced in the CMB black-body spectrum
at low frequencies (ν < 400 GHz), whereas OI 63 µm becomes
dominant at higher frequencies (ν ∈ [400, 1200] GHz). In red-
shift space, the dominant sources of spectral distortions are the
OI lines at high redshift (z > 15), and the FeII 26, FeII 35 µm
and SiII 35 µm transitions at lower redshifts, mostly due to the
fact that they show up at very high frequencies (ν > 1000 GHz),
where the CMB intensity has dropped considerably in the Wien
region. The amplitude of the distortion induced in the CMB

black-body spectrum amounts up to y = ∆Iν/Bν(T0) ∼ 10−8–
10−6 for ν < 400 GHz, and even higher amplitudes (∼ 10−4) at
ν ' 750 GHz, still below the upper limits found by FIRAS, but
well within the detectability range of PIXIE.

We find that our predictions for CII 158 µm tend to be higher
than some previous estimates (Pallottini et al. 2015; Silva et al.
2015). More specifically, our angular power spectrum amplitude
is about a factor of 100 above predictions from Pallottini et al.
(2015), requiring the amount of collisionally excited CII in that
work to be about a factor of 10 lower than in our simulation. This
difference may be partially explained by the consistent inclusion
of fine-structure cooling in our modelling and consequent more
efficient star formation and metal spreading. This interpretation
is also consistent with their estimate for the blurring term/optical
depth τCII, 158 µm being a factor ∼ 100 higher than in our com-
putations, if we assume that in both works the z = 6 carbon
abundance is similar. However, as we could not estimate their
CII metallicity at any redshift, the CII abundance in their work
might be very different from ours.

On the other hand, the work of Silva et al. (2015) allows for
a more straightforward comparison of the spectral distortion in-
duced by the CII 158 µm transition. Their Fig. 3 shows a scatter
in the redshift dependence of the average CII 158 µm specific in-
tensity (I0

ν (z)) of about an order of magnitude among the different
models those authors have considered. Our simulation output is
typically a factor of 2–3 above their highest amplitude model in
the redshift range z ∈ [5, 8.5].

When comparing our clustering amplitude with the predic-
tions from Righi et al. (2008) we need to re-scale for the differ-
ent choices of ∆νobs/νobs. In their Fig. 10 the amplitude of the
CII 158 µm clustering angular power spectrumDl at l ' 4000 is
roughly 0.3 (µK)2, and when scaling the spectral resolution from
their case (∆νobs/νobs = 0.33) to ours (∆νobs/νobs = 5 × 10−3)
one should multiply by a factor of ∼ 62 (see their Fig. 7). At
l = 4000 their scaled clustering Dl amplitude should be close
to 20 (µK)2 at νobs = 353 GHz. This frequency corresponds to a
resonant redshift of z = 4.4, yet, our total amplitude at z = 5.2
at l = 4000 is close to 4 (µK)2, and is mostly dominated by the
clustering term (rather than shot noise) on these scales. Assum-
ing a linear scaling with redshift from z = 7.5 down to z = 4.4,
our projected Dl amplitude at l = 4000 and z = 4.4 should be
three times larger, i.e. about 13 (µK)2. This is about twice lower
than the scaled estimates from Righi et al. (2008).

The model of Righi et al. (2008) uses a Kennicutt-type rela-
tion between the line bolometric luminosity and the star forma-
tion rate that is calibrated locally. This approach is also adopted
by Silva et al. (2015) and partially by Pallottini et al. (2015), who
additionally scale the CII 158 µm luminosity as a function of the
halo metallicity in post-processing. While the fully analytical ap-
proach of Righi et al. (2008) provides the highest CII 158 µm
anisotropy estimate, the ’hybrid’ Pallottini et al. (2015) and Silva
et al. (2015) predictions, mixing numerical simulations and post-
processing scaling laws for emission line luminosities, provide
lower estimates. Our predictions based exclusively on numerical
simulations (including consistently cooling from the considered
fine-structure lines) lie within an intermediate range. By track-
ing all the occupation levels of the transitions under analysis, we
predict amplitudes for the angular power spectra of the blurring
term to lie in the range 10−6–10−2 µK. Thus, their detection will
require very demanding levels of cross-channel intercalibration
and foreground removal.

However, even results from full numerical simulations suf-
fer from uncertainties. In our modelling, stellar lifetimes dictate
the temporal evolution of cosmic metal spreading and the occur-
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rence of the heavy elements. Dependencies of stellar lifetimes on
metallicity are not very strong and are quite well known. Varia-
tions could arise, though, from different prescriptions for low-
mass star evolution, binary systems and resulting SNIa rates,
which are nevertheless expected to have a minor impact on our
results. Stellar yields might play a role in the amount of metals
expelled. High-redshift metal enrichment is led mostly by oxy-
gen and carbon, whose yields are safely constrained and uncer-
tainties should not affect gas cooling and enrichment. Modelling
of the early stellar populations is rather uncertain due our large
ignorance on the mass scales of primordial stars (i.e. their IMF).
We have modelled metal spreading by smoothing metallicities
over neighbouring particles in order to mimic diffusion of heavy
elements. This is a simple approximation that accounts for such
process, however it could lack the necessary details at very small
scales. In general, this is a very complex issue and, despite some
attempts, a fully satisfying treatment is still missing.

Cosmic gas collapse, structure growth and subsequent metal
enrichment are also affected by the background cosmological
model. Here we perform all the calculations in a standard ΛCDM
model with a Gaussian input power spectrum, although effects
on baryon and metal history of different scenarios, at z > 5, are
possible. We checked that including e.g. early dark energy (Maio
et al. 2006), non-Gaussianities (Maio & Iannuzzi 2011; Maio
& Khochfar 2012), warm dark matter (Maio & Viel 2015), as
well as primordial gaseous flows (Maio et al. 2011b) reflects in
changes in the star formation at very early times and only for the
collapse of the earliest gas clouds. The late-time evolution of gas
and heavy elements in the different models tend to converge al-
ready within the first Gyr. A full detailed radiative transfer of the
individual lines presented above has not been adopted, because
we find that (see e.g. Petkova & Maio 2012; Maio et al. 2016),
with the exception of extreme cases, thermodynamical trends,
and hence the resulting level populations, are not significantly
altered.

The collisional emission on carbon and oxygen atoms
studied here has so far neglected the contribution from the
UV pumping Field-Wouthuysen effect presented in Hernández-
Monteagudo et al. (2007a) and Hernández-Monteagudo et al.
(2008); Kusakabe & Kawasaki (2012). This would require a
careful evaluation of the UV flux and spectrum around luminous
sources. This effect would add on top of the collision-induced
distortions computed in this work and would still be associated
to specific fine-structure transitions of oxygen and carbon.

As proven in the bottom panel of Fig. 8, line-induced sig-
nals are largely uncorrelated in neighbouring frequency chan-
nels. This constitutes a distinct feature that, in H 21 cm science,
is expected to allow the removal of smoothly frequency vary-
ing foregrounds of amplitude much higher than that of the signal
of interest (see, e.g., Santos et al. 2005; Chapman et al. 2012).
While in principle this approach could work also in this context,
the confusion arises with the presence of other lines of longer
wavelengths coming from redshifts lower than the target line. In
this sense, fine-structure lines associated to nitrogen10 not con-
sidered here (like NII 121 µm or NII 205 µm) would still be prob-
ing a redshift range similar to that of the CII 158 µm and the
OI 145 µm lines that are shown to contribute at ν < 300 GHz.
(see Fig. 5). Indeed, the contribution from different lines may
be unveiled via cross-correlations of multi-frequency observa-
tions probing different species at the same redshift, provided a

10 Unfortunately, literature works do not provide reliable estimates for
stellar N yields, hence its cosmological evolution could be only vaguely
assessed. In this respect, see discussions in e.g. Maio & Tescari (2015).

large degree of spatial correlation of the species (as shown in
the bottom panel of Fig. 7). The amplitude of distortions in-
duced by these lines is steadily growing with frequency as lines
probe more recent epochs of the reionization era. This consti-
tutes a very different frequency pattern than the one expected
from Comptonization of the CMB spectrum by hot electrons
in halos and the IGM during and after reionization (i.e., the y-
type distortion induced by the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect,
Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972).

Component separation algorithms will thus play a crucial
role in the interpretation of multiple, subtle signals distorting
the CMB black-body spectrum at different cosmological epochs.
The frequency dependence of some of those signals can be well
established theoretically (i.e., the y-type distortion induced by
the Compton scattering of CMB photons off hot electrons, or the
µ-type of distortion that may be introduced at very early cosmo-
logical times, although there is a wealth of “intermediate” cases,
see Chluba & Sunyaev 2012; Sunyaev & Khatri 2013; Chluba
2016b, for reviews). For other signals associated to atoms and
molecules, the frequency dependence is determined by their ac-
tual redshift distribution. In this complex landscape, accessing
and isolating signals generated during the epoch of reionization
requires profiting from the knowledge of their angular and spec-
tral patterns and of their correlation properties in those two do-
mains (angle and frequency). In this context, existing and up-
coming experiments of different nature and purpose (like FI-
RAS, Planck, ACT, SPT, ALMA, PIXIE, or COrE) may nicely
complement each other.
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Fig. 7. Top panel: Comparison of the cooling line induced angular
power spectrum for frequencies ν = 145, 220 GHz (displayed by black
and red solid lines joined by filled circles) with observations from ACT
(filled squares, Das et al. 2014) and SPT (filled triangles, George et al.
2015) at similar frequencies. The ratio of the cooling line emission at
145 and 220 GHz to the total amplitudes measured by ACT and SPT at
those same frequencies increases with frequency. For the sake of com-
pleteness the simulation results for νobs = 280 GHz are also displayed
by the green solid line (joined by filled green circles). Bottom panel:
Cross-correlation coefficient from temperature anisotropies induced by
different line pairs located at the same redshift (z = 9.5): CII 158 µm
and OI 63 µm (black lines) and CII 158 µm and OI 145 µm (red).
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Fig. 8. Top panel: Angular power spectra of the CII 158 µm tran-
sition from shells centered upon z = 9.5 and widths resulting
from different choices of spectral resolution: the values ∆νobs/νobs =
(0.2, 1.8, 3.4, 5.0) × 10−3 are displayed by blue, red, green, and
blue lines of increasing thickness, respectively. Bottom panel: Cross-
correlation coefficient from temperature anisotropies induced by the
same line CII 158 µm at z = 9.5 in two different radial shells of width
equal to 400 h−1 kpc (comoving units). These two shells are taken to lie
at a distance ∆r of 0.4 (black lines), 5.6 (red lines), and 9.6 h−1 Mpc,
(green lines). Solid (dotted) lines correspond to positive (negative) val-
ues of rl, and blue filled circles display the expected scaling for pure
noise (∝ 1/

√
Nk, with Nk the number of modes in each radial k-bin).
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